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The history of

numerical signs in China

:

J. Needham & Wang Ling. 
Science and Civilisation in China. Bk 3: Mathematics 

and …, 1959

‘Ancient and medieval Chinese numeral signs’
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Table 22. Ancient and medieval Chinese numeral signs. 

A B C D E F 

Shang Bronze 
Standard Accountants' oracle-bone and coin 
modem forms forms forms 
forms (- 14th to ( - l oth to 

- IIth -3rd 
centuries) centuries) 

, 
i -- -I - 395 =-t or ft 395 

-- --
erh 2 -- 564 ;:t or 564 -- ---

- - --- -- --
3 - san 647 647 -- --

--- --gg ssu 518 • 50 9h -- - -
4 -- --

5 3i wu 58 1li 58 Z Z 
6 ....L. liu 1032 1032/ 1\ ('r- 11-r' 

7 -l: chhi 409 - + + 
8 /\ pa 281 =!SI] 281 )( )( 

9 :JL chiu 992 - S 3t-
10 -t shih 686 - I + 

M M 

100 11 pai 781 ffi 781 N N 
<I) 

<I) :0 :0 tU 
tU E-< E-< =r chhien 365 ff 365 <I) 

<I) 1,000 <I) 
<I) Cl) Cl) 

10,000 wan 267 267 

0 9t ling I - -

Table 22 (continued) 

G H I J 
Other forms Late 

found on Counting- counting-
coins of rod forms rod Commercial 

Chou period (-2nd to forms forms 
(-6th to +4th (+ 13th (from 

-3rd centuries) century) + 16th 
centuries) , . , A , century) units tens units tens 

- I - I I - , 
- 11 -

11 11 11 - - -
-

"' I1I III - III - - --- -
- IIII 11\1 x X X --

- III II 11111 (5 6 i5 ---
)t{t -L T 1- T T 

J... IT If -L -.L -
>< ..L ...L llT llf -L -.L - -- - - -
?7-..f:, J.- -L lllf --

+ Cl) 
Cl) <.) 

<IS <.) 

0.. <IS 3'9 0.. 
>. >. ..0 ..0 

"" "" Cl) t -f' 
... Cl) 
<IS ... 
<.) <IS :.a <.) :.a .S .S 

7) li 
blank space until + 8th century 0 0 
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Needham-Wang’s table argues that 

the evidence shows an evolution of the numerical signs that 

took place within China (like in Guitel’s recapitulative tree)

and

led to a ‘Chinese contribution’:

the introduction of the modern decimal place-value system

123
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‘a well-designed written numeration 
merely translates with conventional signs 

a spoken numeration ….’
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秦九韶
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數書九章, 1247

Chap. 4, pb. 5



cun
9

quotient

nine 
cun

Chinese 
mathematical texts 
after 10th century. 

Qin Jiushao
秦九韶

Mathematical 
Writings in Nine 
Chapters
數書九章, 1247

Chap. 4, pb. 5



A manuscrit in Dunhuang (end of the 10th century)

A decimal place-value system

16 24 32 4(0) 48 56 64 9

Or.8210/S.930 
http://idp.bnf.fr/database/oo_scroll_h.a4d?uid=-16458059536;recnum=929;index=1



Once nine like nine, 9
Eight times eight sixty-four, 64
Seven times eight fifty-six, 56 (
Five times eight forty, 4(0)…”

Or.8210/S.930 
http://idp.bnf.fr/database/oo_scroll_h.a4d?uid=-16458059536;recnum=929;index=1

16 24 32   4(0)    48     56 64 9



By contrast

typical appearance of a 
page of mathematics in 
ancient documents
before the 10th century

Example of a 
mathematical book
from the 1st century CE

Early 15th century edition. 
Yongle dadian Encyclopedia



one moves 
leftwards

one puts 
(on the 
surface)

one moves 
rightwards

a calculating
rod
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Kushyar Ibn Labban, Principes du calcul indien, fin Xe siècle

26



Mesopotamia

Nippur
Scribal school

Beginning of second millennium BCE

Proust, Christine 

(2007) Tablettes mathématiques de Nippur: reconstitution du cursus scolaire.



measures, the second is an excerpt of a metrological table of length measures (see
also metrological list of capacity measures in Fig. 3).

In order to express a measure (for example 6 1/2 danna), the scribes wrote
count graphemes (here 6 1/2) followed by a unit grapheme (here danna; 1
danna ! 10 km).3 The difficulty for the scribes must have resided in the fact
that the numerical systems varied according to the chosen units of measure.
Furthermore, the factors between units are variable (except for weights where
the factor 60 dominates). The metrological lists must have served as an aid to
help make sense of all these systems. They describe extensively not only the
different units and factors between them, but also the numerations that are
associated with them. A modern synthetic presentation of the metrological
systems is given below in the form of factor diagrams: the names of the units
of measure are given along with the multiplying factors defining each unit with
respect to its multiples and submultiples (see Table 1 below).4

The metrological tables are of a different nature. Although they are composed
of the same entries, they do not have the linear structure of the lists, since they
introduce a second dimension by giving for each measure its equivalent as a
sexagesimal number in place value notation. I have placed these equivalents

obverse
1 !u-si 10
2 !u-si 20
3 !u-si 30
4 !u-si 40
5 !u-si 50
6 !u-si 1
7 !u-si 1.10
8 !u-si 1.20
9 !u-si 1.30
1/3 ku!3 1.40
" ku!3 2.30
2/3 ku!3 3.20
5/6 ku!3 4.10
1 ku!3 5

reverse
1 1/3 ku!3 6.40
1 " ku!3 7.30
1 2/3 ku!3 8.20
2 ku!3 10

Fig. 2 Metrological table of lengths (HS 241, 7" 5,1" 2,4 cm, Jena); copy: (Hilprecht 1906, n#42,
p. 27)

3 All the mathematical tablets from Nippur kept in Istanbul (Ist Ni) and Jena (HS) have been
integrated into CDLI database (http://cdli.ucla.edu/).
4 This clear representation was proposed by J. Friberg (1993, 387). A complete description of
the numeration systems associated with each unit of measure can be found in many publica-
tions, for example (Powell 1987–1990; Friberg 1993; Nissen, Damerow, and Englund 1993;
Proust 2007b; 2009).

Mesopotamian Metrological Lists And Tables:Forgotten Sources 247

C. Proust, (2010) ‘Mesopotamian Metrological Lists And Tables: Forgotten Sources’ 



numbers (upper corner) is the one given in the metrological tables.68

Therefore there is a fundamental link between the different elementary
mathematical texts, and we understand the importance of reading the
tables and the other texts together. Further, the layout of the text on the
tablet reveals that the separation between the measures on one side and the
abstract numbers on the other is analogous to the one noticed in the
metrological tables. The tables’ structure induces us to pay attention to
the layout of the exercises, which had never been considered in the pub-
lications connected with these tablets. Thus it is manifest that the metro-
logical tablets constitute a tool for the calculation of surfaces. One can see
the link between the data stored in the elementary tables (and memorized)
and the calculation practices; the latter implying the need to constantly
switch back and forth between the notation of measures and the multi-
plicative calculations with abstract numbers. The way the exercises of
surface calculations are organized on the tablet clearly shows that the
instruction particularly stressed the difference between these calculation
stages. This method of calculation is illustrated in the Fig. 6 below:69

The lengths of the sides of the square written in the lower corner are
transformed into abstract numbers using the metrological tables of lengths
(1); the abstract number found is written in the upper corner (2); the multi-
plication of the number by itself is made using the multiplication tables (3); the
product found is placed below the two factors (4); this abstract number is
transformed into a surface measure using the metrological tables of surfaces
(5); the measure found constitutes the solution to the small exercise (6). Let us
remark that reading the tables from left to right does not give rise to any

Translation 

2.10
2.10
4. 26sic.40

1/3 ku!3 3 !u-si the side (of the square).
What is its surface?
Its surface is 13 !e

1/4sic !e.

Fig. 5 Tablet Ni 18, Museum of Istanbul, copy by C. Proust

68 This is true for the six tablets fromNippur, including the one giving a calculationmistake in
the multiplication, indicated by ‘‘sic’’ in the translation.
69 Figure taken from (Proust 2007b, 251).

Mesopotamian Metrological Lists And Tables:Forgotten Sources 271

C. Proust, (2010) ‘Mesopotamian Metrological Lists And Tables: Forgotten Sources’



difficulties, while the reading from right to left requires much mental control to
deal with the orders of magnitude.

Figure 6 illustrates an essential aspect of the corpus of school texts from
Nippur: all the texts are closely linked together, each one occupying a precise
position in an elaborate mechanism of calculation. For the historians today,
this represents a large puzzle, where each piece is necessary for the comprehen-
sion of the whole. Without the metrological tables, which constitute the key
pieces, the puzzle could not reveal a discernible image.

As it has now been reconstructed, this mechanism allows us to answer a
number of questions with respect to the calculation practices of the scribes. The
mechanism is based on the separation between the different functions of num-
bers: the role of quantification is expressed by numerations using additive
principles, and the role of multiplicative calculations is covered by a sexagesi-
mal numeration in place value notation with no order of magnitude. Under
these conditions, we understand that locating the units’ position of abstract
numbers is useless: numbers in place value notation are not quantities, they only
serve as tools for multiplicative calculations and calculations of reciprocals.

Calculation of surface

Metrological table S

Metrological table L

Multiplication table

1

2

34

5

6

Fig. 6 Calculation of a surface

272 C. Proust

C. Proust, (2010) ‘Mesopotamian Metrological Lists And Tables: Forgotten Sources’
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Charles Burnett asserts about this kind of mathematical formulas:  

‘Mathematical notation is independent of 
language; it is symbolic, and does not represent sounds. 
Therefore, there is no need for different notations to be 
used in different languages, even when they are written 
in different scripts. 

Nowadays, the same mathematical notation is used 
and understood throughout the world, by Chinese, 
Arabic, Russian and American mathematicians. 

There was a potential for this to happen in the Middle 
Ages too.’ 

C. Burnett, ‘Indian Numerals in the Mediterranean Basin in the Twelfth Century, with Special Reference to the 
'Eastern Forms'. In C. Burnett, Numerals and Arithmetic in the Middle Ages, p. 237
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WU Wenjun 吳文俊. ‘出入相補原理 (The principle "What comes in and what goes out compensate each o-
ther")', in 九章算數與劉徽 [The Nine Chapters on mathematical procedures and Liu Hui], 1982, ed. WU: 58-75.



At odds with Guitel’s focus on WRITTEN numerations Burnett adds: 

‘The Indians had invented a symbolic notation for the nine digits 
and the zero, which was taken over by Syrian and Arabic writers 
and eventually passed to Western Europeans. 

Scholars writing in Syriac, Arabic, and Latin alike referred to 
these symbols as "Indian figures,” and they all participated in the 
same, distinctive, method of calculating with them. 

Thus a common mathematical language was shared by 
mathematicians in Bath and Baghdad, in Roskilde and Marrakesh.’

Yet: Diversification of signs
C. Burnett, ‘Indian Numerals in the Mediterranean Basin in the Twelfth Century, with Special Reference to the 
'Eastern Forms'. In C. Burnett, Numerals and Arithmetic in the Middle Ages, p. 237



Edouard Biot (1803-1850) 

1835

Suanfa tongzong 算法統宗

Unifying origin for mathematical methods, 1593

Conclusion of the Appendix on the Algebraic Notation

“Nowhere in this book, nor in those of the Arabs and the Hindus, do we find 
the notation by letters, used symbolically to EXPRESS NUMERICAL QUANTITIES, 
as we do today.” 

“This invention, which makes the genuine strength of Algebra, is WHOLLY 
EUROPEAN and due to Vieta.”

J. B. Biot, "Memoirs of John Napier of Merchiston, etc. —Mémoires sur Jean Napier de Merchiston
(Premier Article, Deuxième Article)", Journal des Savants Mars 1835, Mai 1835 (1835): 151-162, 257-273. 
Edouard Biot, "Note": 270-273.



in China, different milieus computed differently, 
either with different numerals, 

or using the same numerals differently

1.
Diversity of cultures of computation within China

2. 
This sheds light for why rod-numerals and akin numeration

systems belong to the history of
Algebraic symbolism



7th century China: (at least) two practices of computation

1. Uncovered by Zhu Yiwen朱一文 recently
7th century sub-commentaries on Confucian classical books

The classic
Does a vessel whose interior is a cube of one chi side 
have a capacity of six dou four sheng?

The 2nd century classical commentator:
In fact, missing

two sheng twenty-two eighty-firsts of a sheng
Subcommentators compute to establish that the assertion is correct



Volume
chi
cun
fen

shape of the volume Geometric shape of the quantity

1 chi

or 

1000 cun



Key Relation

1 chi 6 cun 2 fen corresponds to  10 dou
or

1620 cun

Geometric 
shape of 

the 
quantity

Volume
chi
cun
fen

Capacity
dou

sheng



A right cuboid with a square base of one cun side and
a height of sixteen cun two fen corresponds to a one sheng capacity

Does a vessel whose interior is a 
cube of one chi side have a 
capacity of six dou four sheng?

Volume
chi
cun
fen

Capacity
dou

sheng



Does a vessel whose interior is a 
cube of one chi side have a 
capacity of six dou four sheng?

A right cuboid with a square base of one cun side and
a height of sixteen cun two fen corresponds to a one sheng capacity

A right cuboid with a square base of one cun side and
a height of a hundred sixty-two cun corresponds to a one dou capacity

Volume
chi
cun
fen

Capacity
dou

sheng



Does a vessel whose interior is a 
cube of one chi side have a 
capacity of six dou four sheng?

A right cuboid with a square base of one cun side and
a height of sixteen cun two fen corresponds to a one sheng capacity

A right cuboid with a square base of one cun side and
a height of a hundred sixty-two cun corresponds to a one dou capacity

Computation of the volume corresponding to six dou four sheng:

Volume
chi
cun
fen

Capacity
dou

sheng



A right cuboid with a square base of one cun side and
a height of sixteen cun two fen corresponds to a one sheng capacity

A right cuboid with a square base of one cun side and
a height of a hundred sixty-two cun corresponds to a one dou capacity

Computation of the volume corresponding to six dou four sheng:

six dou make
six times a hundred six hundreds
six times sixty three hundred sixty
six times two cun twelve cun

altogether: nine hundred sixty-two cun
hence twenty-eight cun were not taken into account, etc………

Volume
chi
cun
fen

Capacity
dou

sheng

Does a vessel whose interior is a 
cube of one chi side have a 
capacity of six dou four sheng?



7th century China: (at least) two practices of computation

1. Uncovered by Zhu Yiwen朱一文 recently

7th century sub-commentaries on Confucian classical books

Expressing quantities/numbers with Chinese characters
no rod-numerals!

Computing using Chinese characters and reasoning
By reasoning/interpreting steps within language

A culture of computation 
for which we have evidence until at least the 18th century



7th century China: (at least) two practices of computation

2. 7th century mathematical training delivered at Imperial 
University, with math. canonical literature from 1st c. on.

Expressing numbers/quantities, recording results 
in texts using only Chinese characters/no computation

Computing with rod-numerals!
and using formal work on inscription, outside language

another culture of computation
from 1st century until at least 14th century, and then revived



 
 

 
     Empty       
1 3 1 1  Full       
  2 3   

 
      

            
1 3 1 1         
 2 3   /   

 
     

  5   Fill       
1 3 1 1         
 2 3    

 
      

  5          
 1 6 1   •/—       
 2 3    

 
      

  5          
 1 6 1         
  2 3         
 
  5 7  Fill       
 1 6 1         
  2 3   

 
      

  5 7  Full       
      •/—       
  2 3         
 
  

Division

according to 

Mathematical Canon 
by Master Sun 孙子算經

ca 400



Continuity with
Qin Jiushao
秦九韶 1247

Mathematical Writings
in Nine Chapters

Computation is carried 
out by a formal work on the 
inscription outside language.

The inscription does not 
EXPRESS, but gives a support 
to OPERATE formally



Conclusions—1

1. In China, (not only in China)
Diversity of numerical signs:

Diversity in their nature
Diversity in the uses of these signs

Within language/outside of language 
contentual/formal

2. Family of uses of decimal place-value inscriptions, 
in restricted milieus, in connection with each other (not “peoples”)

in China, not everywhere & variations to study
in South Asia, 

not everywhere & shows variations
later in the Arabic world, not everywhere / variations to study



Conclusions—2

3. Sharing (and diversity) across linguistic borders 
and NOT within China, within South Asia, etc.

quite similar to uses of algebraic symbolism today
except that different signs were used (Burnett)

4. Algebraic symbolism

Biot “The notation by letters, used symbolically to express numerical 
quantities, as we do today.” 

However, also a formal work on inscriptions, 
embeds the history of the DPVN into the history of math. symbolism 

& the history of math. symbolism into a global history



Conclusions—3

5. What is exchanged across linguistic borders 

NOT ONLY texts/concepts/ideas/results

BUT ALSO MATERIAL  & MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
(working on changeable surfaces and working formally)


